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Abstract

A method to simulate the interactions between objects of a
mechanism is described. The method can simulate planar
kinematic chains of any length. The same method is used
with modifications to generate the geometry of one object
of a kinematic pair given the required functional
relationship and the geometry of the other object. The
planar contour shape of each object of a kinematic pair is
represented as an arrangement of very small entities called
molecules. Given the motion of the driver, the motion of
the other object of the pair, known as the driven, is
determined by global constraints and the prevention of
geometric interference among the molecules of both
members. The molecular representation allows very detailed
changes in the shapes of the members. This facilitates
automatic optimal shape design and very generalized
kinematic analysis and synthesis. A computer
implementation, intended to be used in the future with
higher-level intelligent processing, is described and
examples are provided.

Introduction

Recent research in Qualitative Kinematics has focused on
the issues of symbolically interpreting the geometry of
mechanisms to determine their behavior 0oskowicz and
Addanki 1988, Joskowicz 1989, Forbus et al. 1987,
Faltings 1987, Faltings et al. 1989). Most of these
methods have been limited to analysis of objects for which
the shape can be represented by a combination of regular
shapes like lines and arcs. Configuration spaces (Lozano-
Perez 1983) have been used as a basis for analysis of
behavior of the mechanisms, using heuristics to establish
the relationship of output parameter to input parameter by
searching through the large solution space of configuration
space plots. The issue of directly correlating the shapes of
the objects with functional performance has, on the other
hand, been somewhat neglected.

Qualitative Kinematics is the aspect of spatial reasoning
concerned with geometry. Given a set of objects forming a
mechanism, it is necessary to reason whether motion
transmission will be continuous or discontinuous or
whether there will be no motion transfer because of locking
of the mechanism. A mechanism is a kinematic chain
consisting of one or more kinematic pairs for transmitting
forces and motion. A Kinematic pair is a pair of objects
linked together so that their relative motion is constrained.

Configuration Space is the set of free placements of objects
of a kinematic pair so that they do not interfere (Lozano-
Perez (1983)). A configuration space gives all possible
relative placements of the objects and these may or may not

be achievable for a given initial condition of the
mechanism. We define the term functionality as the
relationship of output parameter to input parameter.

The research described in this article is part of a larger effort
to achieve computer-based conceptual design in mechanical
design domains. An example might be an Idea Editor where
the designer can sit at a graphics terminal, sketch new
designs, and have the system simulate them without user
intervention to determine the functionality. Such a system
would replace the traditional sketching using pencil and
paper and spare the designer of the task of visualizing the
complex interactions of objects.

To comply with a set of design requirements, new or
modified shapes need to be considered. It is desirable to
automate this process which is presently done manually by
human designers. In this article, we address this issue by
describing how our system automatically synthesizes
shapes that would be required to satisfy required functional
performance.

We have focused our efforts on interacting planar kinematic
pairs without friction such as meshing gears, cams and
followers, ratchets and pawls and geneva mechanisms. We
will first introduce our molecular model of kinematic planar
contour shapes. Examples will be discussed on how the
system can be utilized for analyzing designs and
synthesizing them. An algorithms for synthesis of designs
will be explained. We will then demonstrate how local
shape changes affect the simulation by means of an
example. Use of Molecule Time plots in shape design will
also be discussed.

Molecular Models of Kinematic Pairs

We represent the contour of an object of a kinematic pair
by an arrangement of entities that we call molecules. A 40-
tooth gear, requires on the order of 800 molecules to define

Figure la: Molecular Model of Gear Mechanism
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Figure lb: Close up of Molecular model of the gears

its shape. The lower limit to this number is achieved when
the smallest continuous curve making the contour (top land
of gear teeth in case of gears) is represented by at least three
molecules. Any number greater than this will allow the
representation of a finer level of detail but would be
computationally more expensive. The gear teeth faces in
figure la, for example, are defined by arranging the
molecules on true involute curves. The molecules are
shown as small circles in the closeup figure lb. The
molecules that make up a contour shape are numbered,
normally anticlockwise. This numbering is used in the
analysis of the kinematic interaction.

The simulation of the interaction between two kinematic
objects is based upon the simple idea that two molecules
cannot be in the same place at the same time. If an
anticlockwise rotation is imparted to the driver gear (on the
right), then some of the driver molecules will begin to
interfere with some of the driven molecules. To perform the
simulation, the driven gear contour must be moved in a
way that is consistent with its global constraints (e.g. that
it must rotate about its center) and that interference between
the driven and driver molecules is prevented.
Above, we had assumed the satisfaction of global
constraints. In the system as implemented so far, global
constraints are not implemented with the molecular model.
The gears shown in figure la, for example, do not rotate
about their centers because a jourual/shaft interaction is
modeled with molecules. The allowable motion of the
contour molecules is explicitly coded into the software that
runs the gear simulation. It is however, possible to extend
this work and explicitly model an entire kinematic situation
with molecules, only allowing the external constraint that
some molecules are bound motionless to ground.
Regions of interacting contours that are near interference are
called hot spots, and are identified by the molecules that are
hot. We can make a plot of hot molecules versus time for
each member of an interacting pair for a given simulation.
Such a plot for the driver gear of figure la is shown in
figure lc. These plots are a way of abstracting the
kinematic interaction and contain a great deal of useful
information. A vertical line at any time instant shows the
extents of contact regions and also indicates if multiple
contact is occurring. For the gears it is evident that for
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Figure lc: Molecule Time plot for driving smaller gear
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Figure ld: Functionality plot for gear mechanism

most of the time the gears have a contact ratio of two.
Repetition of clusters signifies contact among successive
teeth. The horizontal gaps between clusters correspond to
molecules on the addendum and dedendum circles which
never become hot. The discontinuous jump from low to
high molecule numbers around time step 450 in figure lc
indicates repetition of the same cycle. It is evident that
these plots show both local and global characteristics of the
kinematic interaction. We plan to use these plots to
determine appropriate changes to the contour shapes. Figure
ld is a plot of the input rotation and output rotation.

f

Figure 2a: Molecular model of Geneva mechanism
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Examples 1 through 3 serve m illustrate the generality of
the simulation approach. Figure 2a shows a geneva and pin
molecular model, figure 2b shows the M-T plot for the pin
and figure 2c shows the M-T plot for the geneva wheel.
The characteristic hump shapes in figure 2c are caused by
contact of one face of the slot with the pin. If the pin were
slightly larger, it would contact both faces of the slot and
there would be two symmetric humps in the M-T plot.
Figure 2d shows the functionality plot.
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Figure 2b: Molecule Time Plot for driving pin
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Figure 2c: Molecule Time Plot for the geneva slotted wheel
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Figure 2d: Functionality plot for the geneva mechanism

Figure 3a shows a molecular model of ratchet and pawl
mechanism. In this case the system can reason that if the
ratchet wheel is rotated clockwise, interference cannot be
removed between the objects and the kinematic pair will
not work. For anticlockwise rotation of the ratchet wheel,
figure 3b shows the M-T plot for the ratchet wheel, and
figure 3c shows the M-T plot for the pawl. We note that
the simulations for figure 3 required the encoding of a
positional restoring function for the pawl. Spring forces or
inertial effects such as the reactions to gravity, are not
accounted for in the strictly kinematic simulation’.
Functionality plot is shown in figure 3d.

It is important to note that the simulations shown in
figures 1 through 3 were performed with a common
algorithm, thus demonstrating the generality of the
approach. The system does not know that it is simulating a
particular kinematic pair: all it knows is the contours of the
objects. The simulation procedure (Gupta and Jakiela 1992)
involves determination of hot spots and new position of the
driven member corresponding to the driver motion for each
time step of a simulation.

Figure 3a: Molecular Model for Ratchet and Pawl
mechanism
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Figure 3b: Molecule Time plot for ratchet wheel
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1 We note that Gardin and Meltzer (1989) have encountered the
same problem with their molecular models of strings and
fluids.
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Figure 3e: Molecule Time plot for pawl
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Figure 3d: Functionality plot for the ratchet and pawl
mechanism

Synthesis Algorithm

Synthesis is the process of determining the geometry of the
mechanism to accomplish a desired functional relationship.
The method of synthesizing designs is based on material
removal from the largest possible size of a blank
(analogous to hobbing of gears). A flowchart of the
synthesis procedure is shown in figure 4.

A default circular contour is made for the object to be
generated, with radius (c-x). Here x is the smallest radial
distance of any molecule on the given geometric object
from its center of rotation and c is the distance between the
centers of the two objects. The required functionality data is
then split up into small steps such that a time step
transition will not move any molecule by more than half a
molecule diameter. The center distance between the two
objects is increased by the amount of overlap between the
two objects, and extra time steps are added to the beginning
of the required functionality data so that the initial center
distance configuration is an intermediate translational step
of the synthesis process. This is necessary because if the
additional time steps are not added, the initial configuration
of objects may involve some overlap of the two objects

Add and delete
molecules

Advance the driver and dsive~ globally [ =
according to the given required functional linput-output relationship

Make a list of close pairs of molecules I
for the two interacting objects I

f
Move the drivea member molecules I

locally in a direction away from the paired |
driver molecule on the line of contact [

!

intersecdon in the
member being

genesrted

~~__[Evenly space the molecules ]
on the new member I

I

Figure 4: Flow Chart for the synthesis procedure

with part of one object inside another, which is not a valid
mechanism.

The driver and driven objects are moved globally according
to the required functional input-output relationship. A list
of close pairs of interacting molecules is made for the two
interacting objects. The hot driven molecules are moved
locally in a direction away from the paired driver molecule
on the line of contact, by a tenth of molecular diameter.
The distances between consecutive molecules on the
generated object are checked and if the distance becomes
more than a molecule diameter, a new molecule is added. In
case molecules become too close molecules can similarly
be deleted. This is repeated until the interference has been
removed.

The generated profile is then checked for self intersection. If
the contour self intersects, it is split into two parts. At the
end of the cycle, the molecules on the generated member are
equally spaced, and the mechanism so obtained can be
simulated as discussed in the earlier section to verify that
the functionality is the same as the one that was used for
its generation.

Figure 5a shows the initial setup for generation of a geneva
slot, given the required functionality as that for a geneva
mechanism and the geometry of the pin. Starting with the
geometry given in figure 5a, the synthesis produces a slot
as shown in figure 5b. The V-shaped chamfer at the open
end of the slot has been obtained due to molecules being
removed from the area by the pin. If we start with a lower
diameter of the blank, we end up with a parallel slot.
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Figure 5a: Given pin and starting blank for the synthesis of
a geneva mechanism

Figure 5b: The slot as generated by synthesis procedure

Figure 6a: Given slotted wheel and starting blank for pin
synthesis, positioned at correct center distance

Figure 6b: The generated contour showing self intersection.

If the geometry of the slot is given, with the required
functionality of a geneva mechanism the initial center
distance is reached after some translation steps in synthesis
(figure 6a). A part of the pin contour gets separated from
the blank due to self intersection (transition from figure 6b

Figure 6c: The generated contour separated in two parts
after self intersection

Figure 6d: The pin as generated by synthesis procedure

to 6c). The pin is not exactly circular due to numerical
approximation of its shape by molecules of finite diameter.
Another reason is that all the molecules on the pin do not
come in contact with the slot. As the simulation goes on
in time we find molecules being deleted from the contour.
As the simulation nears the end the contour breaks up into
smaller parts due to self intersection, which finally
disappear due to interference (figure 6d).

Effect of Local Shape Changes on M-T Plots

This example is included to demonstrate the sensitivity of
the molecular time plots and to indicate how the system
could be used for the optimization of kinematic shape.
Figures 7 and 8 show close ups and M-T plots for tooth
faces with no curvature and tooth faces with convex
curvature respectively. Figure 8 is quite similar to, but not
exactly, a true involute.

Figure 7a: Close up of molecular model of line teeth gears
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Figure To: Molecule Time Plot for the driving gear w~h line
teeth

Figure 8a: Close up of molecular model of convex teeth
gears
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Figure 8b: Molecule Time Plot for the driving gear with
convex teeth

M-T plots can indicate that certain regions of the tooth
contour contact disconnect, and contact again for the
straight and concave gears. Such an effect is very hard to
predict beforehand and is evident when watching the
simulation animation. Surfaces such as tooth faces could be
modified and simulated in an iterative manner in order to
find an opdmal face shape. We are investigating the use of
binary image analysis algorithms for this purpose.

Discussion

The interference check of the simulation is quite
quantitative, with no qualitative (high-level) reasoning done
to perform the simulation, The results of the simulation,
however, produce the qnalitative behavior of the kinematic
pairs and the representation of the results, in the form of
molecular-time plots and functional plots, will allow
qualitative reasoning on these results. In particular, we
believe that our approach will produce consistent
correspondences between qualitative behavior and physical
form.

The system is written in "C" and runs on Silicon Graphics
Iris 4D/’70-GT graphics workstation. A typical simulation
of a kinematic pair with all computations in real time takes
approximately 5 minutes. A typical synthesis of a
kinematic pair for one rotation of one of the objects with
all computations in real time takes 10-15 minutes.
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